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Presentation 
 
The WiZiN SIP softphone  is 
interoperable with every SIP 
server on the market for a 
deployment on smartphones 
and tablets, Android v2.1 Level 
7. 

Versions 
 
WiZiN can be downloaded 
in its light version on the 
Google Play Store. Options 
can be subscribed directly 
from the application. 

SIP accounts 
In its basic version, the SIP 
softphone is integrating the 
multi profiles/lines feature 
enabling to establish advanced 
functionalities such as transfers 
(blind or not) and also 
conferencing (3 or more 
participants). 
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Contacts 
 
The WiZiN SIP softphone is 
integrating the private list of 
contacts and the enterprise 
directory, in the same time. 
 

Thanks to the LDAP compatibility 
in the light version,  WiZiN makes 
your smartphone become the 
perfect toof for your professional 
travels. 
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A mobile conferencing bridge 
 

The WiZiN SIP softphone is a conferencing bridge on its own 
locally and when you’re away from the office. 
 
 
The adding and the deleting of a participant are intuitive and 
direct. Away or from the office, you can organize some 
meetings with your colleagues. 
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The classical functionalities of a classical 
phone…mobile and secured. 
 
The WiZiN SIP softphone ensures an intuitive and advanced use 
with the same features than a fixed phone inside the company 
(transfers of call, blind or not). The multi line feature is 
implemented on every versions even on the basic one. Besides 
it is also possible to create conferences with multi participants, 
simultaneously. 
 

 

Enjoy its simple and intuitive 
interface. You can switch 
between the tabs to access to 
dialpad (main screen), to the 
historical of calls, to the 
directories (private and 
professional). 
 
Your missed calls and the 
voice messages received are 
immediately notified. The 
messaging is stored on the 
sever for a better 
accessibility. 
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Features Light
 

Options 

Android Level min 2.1 

Full SIP compatibility 

Multi profiles 

Multi lines 

Conferencing management 

Calls history 

Messaging on the server 

DTMF (SIPinfo and RFC2833) 

Enterprise directory (LDAP) 

Customization (ringtones settings) 

Transfers (blind or not) 

SMS 

Codec G729 

Maintenance 

Cryptage d’appels 
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For more information you can 
call our sales department: 

 
+33561595051 (0,09€ TTC/min) or 
at www.m2msoft.com\wizin 


